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On the cover: Representation of a fullerene molecule with a noble gas atom trapp,ed 
inside. At the Permian~Triassic sedimentary boundary the noble gases helium and argon 
have been found trapped inside fullerenes. They exhibit isotope ratios quite similar to 
those found in meterorites, suggesting that a fireball meteorite or asteroid exploded 
when it hit the Earth, causing major changes in the environment. (Image copyright© 
Dr. Luann Becker. Reproduced with permission,} 

Over the six editions of the Dictionary, m.aterial h.<).S.been drawn from th{rfoi!Owinf(references: G. M. Garrity 
et al., Ta.Yonomic Outline of the Procal}·otes, Release 2,· Springer-Verlag, January 2002; D, \V. Linzey, \~rtebrate 
Biology, l\1cGraw-Hill, 2001; J. A. Pechenik, Biology of the Invertebrates, 4th ed., ~lcGraw-Hill, 2000; U.S. 
Air Force Glossa,y of Standardized Terms, AF 11anual 11-1, vol. l, 1972; F. Casey, ed., Compilation of Tenns 
in I11fon11ation Sciences Technology, Federal Council for Science and Tochnology, 1970; Com1111micatio11s
Electro11ics Ten11i110/ogy, AF 11anual 11-1, vol. 3, 1970; P. \V. Thrush, comp. and ed., A Dictionary of !ili11i11g, 
1\fi11eral, and Related Terms, Bureau of 11ines, 1968; A DOD Glossary of Afapping, Charting and Geodetic 
Tenns, Department of Defense, 1967; J. M. Gilliland, Solor-Terrestrial Physics: A Glossary• of Terms and 
Abbreviations, Royal Aircraft Establishn1ent Technical Report 67158, 1967; \V. H. Allen, ed., Dictionary of 
Tech1Jical Terms for Aerospace Use, National Aeronautics and Space Adn1inistration, 1965; Glossary of Stinfo 
Terminology, Office of Aerospace Research, U.S. Air Fofce, 1963; Naval Dictionary' of Electronic, Technical, 
and Imperative Terms, Bureau of Naval Personnel, .1962; ,R. E, Huschke, Glossary• of Aleteorology, American 
Meteorological Society, 1959; ADP Glossary, Departnient of the Navy, NAVSO P-3097; Glossary of Air Traffic 
Control Tenns, Federal Aviation Agency; A Glossary of Range Terminology, \V/Jite Sands /!fissile Range, New 
Afexico, National Bureau of Standards, AD 467~424; Nuclea~ Terms: A Glossary~ 2d ed., Atomic Energy 
Conunission. 

McGRAW-HILL DICTIONARY OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL TERMS, 
Sixth Edition 
Copyright © 2003, 1994, 1989, 1984, 1978, 1976, 1974 by The WfcGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. All rights 
reserved. Printed in the United States of America. Except as permitted under the United States Copyright Act 
of 1976, no part of this publication may be reproduced or distributed in any fonn or by any means, or stored 
in a database or retrieval system, without the prior written permission of the publisher. 

1234567890 DOW/DOW 08765432 

ISBN 0-07-042313-X 

Library of Congress Cataloging·in·P,ubli.~ation Data 

McGraw-Hill dictionary of scientific and technital terri.1s--6th ed. 
p. cm. .-,,·.,: ·· '11· 

ISBN 0-07-042313-X (alk. paper) 
1. Science--Dictionaries. 2. Tcchnology--Dictionaries. l Title: Dictionary of scientific 

and technical terms. 
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transonic range 

the range just above and jns( below the acolistic velocity. 
{ tran'sall'ik 'flo } . · 

transonic range [FL MECH] The ratige of speeds between 
lhe speed at which one point on a body reaches supersonic 
speed, and the speed at which all points reach supersonic speed. 
{ tran'satrik 'ranj } 

!ransonlc speed [fL MECH] The speed of a body relative 
to the surrounding ·fluid at which the flow is in some places 
on the body subsonic and in other places supersonic. 
[ tr.in'sti:il'ik 'sped } . · 

transonic wind tunnllJ [ENG] A type of high-speed wind 
tunnel capable of testing the effects of airflow pa5t an object 
at speeds near the speed of sound, ?\Jach 0.7 to 1.4; sonic speed 
occurs \Vliere (he cross section of the tunnel is at" a minimum, 
that is, where the test object is located. { tran'slin·ik 'wind 
,tan·al} 

transorbltal lobotomy [MED] ;\ lobotoiny performed 
through the roof of the orbit. { tranz'6r-b;;id·al fa'bad·a·me } 

tiansosonde [ENG] The flight of a constant-level balloon, 
whose trajectory is detennined by tracking with radio-direction
finding c(juip~~nt; thus, it i's afonn ofupper~air, quasi-horizon
tal sounding. { 'tra!l'za,sii.nd } 

lransparency [GRAPHfCS] An image fixed on a clear base by 
means or a photographic, printing, chemical, or other proce'ss, 
e~pe,cially ·.;,daptable for viewing by transmitted light. 
[OPTICS] · The ability of a substance to transmit light of differ
ent wavelengths, sometimes measured in percent of radiation 
which penetrates a distance of 1 meter. { tranz'par·an·se} 

transparency range [NucPHYs] A postulated energy range 
for extremely high-energy heavy-ion collisions in which the 
projectile passes through the target and emerges with its temper
ature and density raised to the poii11 at which a quark-gluon 
plasrria folTns. { tranz'par·an·se ,rlinj } 

!ranspcirenl [COMPUT scrJ Pertaining to a device or system 
that processes drita without the user being aware of O( needing 
to understand its operation. [PHYS] Pennitting passage of 
rad'1ation or particles. { tranz'par·.Jnt } 

1ranspfjrent.medlum [omcs] 1. A medium which has the 
property of transmitting rays of light in such a way that the 
human eye may see tlirough the medium distinctly. 2. A 
medium transparent to other regions of the electromagnetic 
spectrum, such as x-rays and microwaves. { tranz'par·ant 
'med·e·am} 

!1ansparenl sky cover [METEOROL] In United States 
weather~observing practice, that portion.of sky cover through 
11hich higher clouds and blue sky may be obse1:ved; opposed 
to opaque sky cove~. { tranz'par·ant 'skI ,kav·ar} 
!ranspasslve region [PHYS CHEM] That portion of an 
anodic polarization curve in .which metal dissolution increases 
as the.potential becomes noble. { tranz'pas·iv :re·jan} 

. lfansphasor [omcsJ A nonlinear optical device that uses 
one light beam to 1nodulatc another, in a manner analogous to 
m electronic transistor, and that operates through the transfer
ence of a phase shift from one beam to the other. { [tranz 
'laz·:;ir} 

· transpiration [BIOL] The passage of a gas or liquid (in the 
fom1 of vapor) through the skin, a membrane; or other tissue. 
{ ,tranz·pa'm.-shan } 
!rans!)lra!lon cooling See sweat cooling. { ,tranz·p::i'ra·shan 
'kUHo I 
!ransplantallon [BIOL] 1. TI1e artificial removal of part of 
a organism and its replacement in the body of the same or of 
a different individual, 2. To remove a plant from one location 
i'.d replant it in another place. { ,tranz·plan'ta·sh;:in } 
~ansplantalion antigen [rMMUNOL] An antigen in a cell 
~hich induces a histocompatibility reaction when the cell is 
trmsplanted into an organism not having that antigen. 
! ,tranz·plan'rn·sh.:,n 'ant+jan } 
~onsplan!allon· disease [MED] Disease ascribable to an 
i11munological graft-versus-host reaction which occurs after 

. trmsplantation of adult lymphoid cells to incompatible recipi
icl> \Vho cannot reject them. { ,tranz·plan'tll·sh::in di,z~z} 
hnsplanter' [AGR] A special kind of equipment designed 

: f:.r the planting of cuttings or small plants; ii transports one or 
:: rnre workers who assist the action of the machine iri placing 
· f'.1.Gts in a furrow· and covering them; it commonly supplies a 
>"lll quantity of water to each plant. { tran1.'plan·tar} 
,11~splutcinlum element [!NORG CHEM] An element having 

transport cross section 

an ato1nic number grea"!er than that of plutonium (94). 
{ \tranz·pla'to·ne·am 'el·a·mant } 

transpolarizer [ELEC] An·eJectrostatically controlled citcuit 
impedance that can have about 30 discrete and reproducible 
impedance values: two capacitors, each having a'c1;istalline 
'ferroelectric dielectric with a nearly rectangular hysteresis loop, 
are connected in series and act as a single low impedance to 
an alternating-current sensing ·signal when both capacitors are 
polarized in the same direction; application of 1-microsecOnd 
pulses of appropriate polarity increases the impedance in steps. 
{ tranz'pO·fo,ti);·ar} 

transponder [COMMUN] 1. A transmitter-receiver capable 
of accepting the challenge ofan interrogator and automatically 
transmitting an appropriate 'reply; 2, A receiver-transmitter, 
such as on satellites, which receives a t[rinsmission and retrans
mits it at another radio frequency. { tranz'pii!l'dar} 

transponder beacon See responder beacon. { tranz'p1in·d::ir 
,be·kan} 

transponder dead time [ELECTR] Time interval between 
the start of a pulse and the earliest instant at which a new pulse 
Can be· received or produced by a transponder. { tranz'piiw 
d;;ir 'ded ,nm } 

transponder set [ELECTR] A complete electronic set which 
is designed to receive an interrogation signal, and which retrans
nlits coded signals that can be interpreted by the interrogating 
station; it may also utilize the received signal for actuation of 
additional equipment such as local indicators or servo amplifi
ers. { tranz'piin·dar ,set,} 

transponder suppressed time delay [ELECTR] Overall 
fixed time delay between reception of an interrogation and 
transmission of a reply to this interrogation. { tranz'pii.n·dar 
sg'prest 'tJm di,la} 

transport [CO~!PUT scr] 1. To convey as a whole from one 
storage device to another in a digital computer. 2. See tape 
transport. [ENO] Conveyance equipment snch as vehicular 
transport, hydraulic transport, and conveyor-belt setups. {NAV 
ARCH] A ship designed to carry ffiilitary personnel from one 
place to another. Also known as troop ship. { trans'pcirt 
(verb), 'tranz,p6rt (noun) } 

transportable computer [cOMPUT sci} A microcomputer 
that. can be carried about conveniently but, in contrast to a 
portable computer, requires an extemal power source. { tran
z'p6rd·a·bal kgm'pyUd·ar} 

tran$portallon [GEOL] A phase of sedimentation concerned 
with movement by natural agents of sediment or any loose 
or weathered material from one place to another. { ,tranz· 
p:ir'ta·shan } 

transportation emergency [ENG] A situation which is cre
ated by a shortage of nonnal transportation capability and of 
a inagnitude sufficient to frustrate movement requirements, and 
which requires extraordinary action by the design/lied authority 
to ensure continued movement. { ,tranz·p::ir'rn.-shan i,mar
jan·se } 

transportallon engineering [ENG] That branch of engi
neering relating to the movement of goods and people; major 
types of transportation are highway, water, rail, subway, air, 
and pipeline: { ,tranz·p:ir'ta·shan ,en·ja,nir•il] } 

transportation lag See distance/velocity lag. { ,tranz·p::ir'ta· 
sh.:,n ,lag } 

transporlallon priorities [ENG] Indicators assigned to eligi
ble traffic which establish ifs movement precedence; appro
priate priority 'systems apply to the movement of traffic by sea 
and air. { ,tranz·par'ta·shan pll,1ir·ad·ez } 

transportation problem [IND ENO] A programming prob
Je1n that is concerned with the optimal pattern of the distribution 
of goods from several' points of origin to several different 
destinations, with the specified requirements at each destina
tion. { ,tranz·p:ir'tll·shan ,prilb·i.:,m } 

transport capacity [ENO] The number of persons or the 
tonnage (or volume) of equipment which can be carried by a 
vehicle under given conditions. { 'tranz,p6rt ka,pas·ad·e} 

lransport case [ENG] A moistureproof nonconductive 
wood, plastic, or fabric container used to transport safely small 
quantities of dynamite sticks to and from blasting sites .. 
{ 'tranz,p6rt ,kas } 

lransporl cross section {PHYS] The product of the total 
scattering cross section and the average value of I - cos a, 
where fl is the laboratory·scattering angle. l itranz,p6rt 'kr6s 

1sek·shan } 
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